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By the grace of the Almighty, this 

year COEJ SAN  has had an 

extremely productive 12 months, 

we have continued our effort to 

connect, engage and strengthen 

our Madaris in Europe.



 One of the main programmes 
organised by CoEJ SAN was our 
Annual Madrasah Leaders Retreat, on 
5th November 2016 where leaders of 
Madaris attended to discuss and 
agree on how CoEJ SAN can add 
value to Madaris. A contract was 
made between Madaris and CoEJ. 
The Activities of SAN were jointly 
agreed upon. 



The Activities 

that stemmed 

from this 

meeting were:-



 Teaching Skills Programme (TSP),these 

were facilitated by Syed Ali Naqvi for 

our Madaris teachers to challenge 

their  mindsets and look into skills 

necessary for teaching.

 9 TSPs have been carried out



 Neuro Psychology of Learning 

Programmes (NPL) were conducted 

by qualified facilitators. The main 

focus being: “Appreciating 

differences of our students”

 8 NPL have been conducted 



 Training for the Tarbiyya curriculum was 

arranged for two Madaris so as to 

implement the Tarbiyya curriculum.

 ALL teachers at these two Madaris have 

been trained. 



Safeguarding is extremely high on 
our priority list, All Madaris
teachers have been encouraged 
to complete 4 modules of 
Educare online program

We send out reports to madaris
regarding teachers progress on 
this.



CoEJ SAN organised our first ever 

bespoke safeguarding workshop 

on 21st May 2017 and the 

following was the feedback 

received:





 Engagement of Madaris through 

organising: Four conference calls with 

Madaris Champions, producing and 

sending 3 SAN Newsletters to all Madaris

teachers and Parents outlining best 

practises. 

 Engaging by personally visiting Madaris

( Six Madaris have been visited so far)



Over the last four days CoEJ SAN in 

Collaboration with CoEJ academy and 

MCE have been building capacity of 

facilitators who will be able to facilitate 

the Teaching Skills Program. 

These Facilitators will continue to assist in 

delivery of Teaching skills program to the 

madaris



 Our Achievements  over the last twelve 

months include :

 Developing our journey on Safeguarding 

and spreading more awareness

 Increasing our engagement with 

Madaris through different approaches 

 Supporting the Tarbiyya Curriculum.



 Our main plan for the next year Will be 

crystallized at our next upcoming 

Madrasah Leaders Retreat on Sunday 8th

October 2017.

 Workshops embedding teaching skills 

and  safeguarding best practises will 

continue to be a priority.

 Finally building capacity of qualified 

teachers to support Madarisis part of our 

journey.


